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As a manly man with a family, after you had an accident that got you sick, you will
go into hospital for healing. In this time, you meet a girl named aarati and after
that, a stranger named tapi. See how the fate of this couple will be. Promise of
More: There is a promised of more, that depends on how you play the game.
Features The more you play the game, the more the decisions of this game is
complicated. Heroes can make decisions and actually get a family. The decisions of
heroine is a mother and a father. A multitude of events, leave you deeply moved.
As it is a simulation, the decisions that you make and how you make those
decisions affect the game. The fate of people and animals' life is at the mercy of
you. As a result of certain events, your family will get sick. So if you meet certain
sick person who gets sick after hearing certain words like "Arati", your family will
become sick. In the process of getting healed, the more you love your family, the
more they'll be able to get healthy. In this game, the more people who use kalibei,
the more magic power the person can get. At first, you can use common magic to
heal people. After you get certain magic power and you get rid of your ailments,
you can choose to use the even more powerful magic to heal people. A magic
power meter, and if you use the magic power, you will get a bar, after that you can
choose to use the power for healing other people's illnesses. The more magic power
you use, the more effective it will be. Amongst all magic power, you will need to
think carefully when you use the special magic. There are some things you cannot
do by using magic. For example, you cannot drink liquor, you cannot use drugs and
you can't look at a woman. Special magic is divided into five types, each type has
its own effect. If you use the special magic, there is a special effect on the floor.
Also you will have specific results on the special effects. If you use magic power,
the more people who uses it, the more powerful magic power you can get. Enhance
the Magic Level: When you get new magic
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Fully featured
Funny story and emotive images
Fantastic soundtrack
Tons of minigames
Very challenging
Challenging gameplay for all ages

• Fun Factor

Mystical theme with a nice story set in a truly wild Universe
Two talented and funny writers (with that nice voice of their own.)
A lot of great features added with each level
The fawn is on his way to success and joy when the Mark II turns up...
A lot of exploration and game design to learn and master
Challenge level up to expert

• Collectible

Weapons and extras
Weapons

• Who Needs Games When You Have Wildlife?

Rare character models and textures
Beautiful artwork
Nice story and dark theme

• 3D

Final Image rendered with 3D in mind
Three different lighting systems
A Wii U controller can be used instead of a gamepad
Running, jumping, and movement can now be done with a gamepad

• What is the Wildlife Theme?

The boss in this game, Sid the Lynx, is an expert in his field. Sid is also a perfectionist.
Sid and his team designed a black and white theme for his game.
The theme is back as it also complements the story.
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